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Derivation of the velocity divergence constraint for low-Mach flow solvers R. McDermott∗, K. McGrattan, and W. E. Mell Building and Fire Research Laboratory National Institute of Standards and Technology Gaithersburg, MD 20899-8663, USA



Abstract



For low-Mach flows the continuity equation and equation of state together imply a constraint on the divergence of the velocity field. This constraint is enforced by the projection scheme employed by the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) for time advancement of the primitive flow variables. The divergence constraint itself is a complex mathematical expression with many terms that account for a multitude of underlying physical processes. The present work documents the derivation of this expression and accounts for fire-specific subgrid physics such as water-droplet evaporation and heat transfer from unresolved solid objects like fire brands.
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Introduction



The purpose of this work is to document the derivation of the velocity divergence constraint used in the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) projection algorithm [3, 4, 5]. This constraint is similar to that used by Bell et al. [1]. A key difference in the formulation presented here is that we consider the introduction of bulk sources of mass, momentum, and energy, which emanate from unresolved solid fuel elements (due to evaporation of water droplets [from a sprinkler, for instance], pyrolysis, drag, and convective heat transfer). In this work, our treatment of these bulk sources is general. More detail can be found in [5]. ∗
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Since the purpose of this document is to “fill in the gaps” left by other presentations of the divergence constraint, the reader is asked to endure a level of detail in the derivation that is meant to err on the side of too many steps rather than too few. The final result is presented in Section 2.10 and agrees with results presented elsewhere [1, 4, 5]. The remainder of the document is organized as follows: We first derive the basic form of the divergence constraint from the continuity equation, which now considers a bulk source of mass. We then differentiate the equation of state (EOS), which relates the thermodynamic variables to the density. Species, momentum, and energy equations are derived, all of which consider bulk mass sources. The relationship between enthalpy and temperature is presented and the transport equations are combined to yield the divergence constraint in terms of values which are obtainable from the flow solver. Closing remarks are given in Section 3. In Appendix A we examine an important limiting case for the divergence formulation, namely, adiabatic compression in a closed domain.
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The velocity divergence constraint



Let Uj denote the local mass-average fluid velocity and let ρ denote the fluid mass density. Further, as a matter of computational convenience we allow the presence of a “bulk” point 3 source of mass, which we denote m ˙ ′′′ b with S.I. units [kg-mixture introduced/(s m )] where



the subscript b refers to the bulk mixture. This mass source accounts for the pyrolysis of solid fuel and evaporation of water, which technically enters a gas-phase control volume (CV) through the CV surface. However, we do not account for such complexity in the geometry of a computational cell. Hence, we imagine the mass simply appears in a cell as the result of volatilization of a liquid or solid with zero volume. Considering the new mass source, the divergence form of the continuity equation is written as follows: ∂ρ ∂ (ρUi ) + =m ˙ ′′′ b . ∂t ∂xi



(1)



Note that throughout this document summation is implied for repeated Roman indices i, j, or k (which are used to designate coordinate directions), but not for Greek suffixes (which 2



are used to designate species) or Roman subscripts such as b in m ˙ ′′′ b . Equation (1) rearranges to yield the following divergence constraint on the velocity







∂Ui 1 Dρ = m ˙ ′′′ b − ∂xi ρ Dt



 ,



(2)



where D( )/Dt ≡ ∂( )/∂t + Ui ∂( )/∂xi is the material derivative. Our goal is to obtain a functional form for the RHS of (2). In this document we follow the work of [1] and obtain the material derivative of the density by differentiating the equation of state. However, other approaches may be possible. In particular, one might consider a particle method as described in [7]. We consider the transport of ns species mass fractions Yα for α = {1, . . . , ns }, ns − 1 of which are independent. The molecular weight of a given species is denoted Wα and the molecular weight of the mixture, W , is given by W =



‚X α



Yα Wα



Œ−1 ,



where as a shorthand notation, which is used throughout this document, we write



Pn s



α=1 .



(3)



P



α



for



Let p0 (x, t) denote the hydrostatic pressure, which in general we take to be a function



of space and time. In practice, however, p0 = p0 (t) for closed (i.e., sealed or pressurized) domains and p0 = p0 (z), where z represents the coordinate aligned with the gravity vector, for large, open domains (e.g., forest fires large enough to interact with the stratified atmosphere). The divergence constraint derived below is based on the ideal gas EOS, which, for low-Mach flows, we write as p0 =



ρRT , W



(4)



where R = 8.3145 kJ/(kmol K) is the universal gas constant.



2.1



Differentiating the EOS



Differentiating the EOS (4) in time we obtain



‚











∂p0 ∂ T T ∂ρ = R ρ + ∂t ∂t W W ∂t 3



Œ ,



‚ –











1 ∂ = R ρ T ∂t W







= ρRT



∂ 1 ∂t W







+



™



1 ∂T T ∂ρ + + W ∂t W ∂t



Œ ,



RT ∂ρ ρR ∂T + . W ∂t W ∂t



(5)



Similarly, differentiating (4) in space and taking the inner (scalar) product with the velocity we obtain ∂ ∂p0 Ui = ρRT Ui ∂xi ∂xi



1 W



+



RT ∂ρ ρR ∂T Ui + Ui . W ∂xi W ∂xi



(6)



+



RT Dρ ρR DT + , W Dt W Dt



(7)



Adding (5) and (6) yields







D 1 Dp0 = ρRT Dt Dt W







which rearranges to







Dρ D 1 W Dp0 = − ρW Dt RT Dt Dt W



2.2



 −



ρ DT . T Dt



(8)



Species transport



The species transport equation plays a role in both the second and third terms on the RHS of (8). Including the bulk mass source, the evolution of species mass fractions is governed by ∂ (ρYα ) ∂ (ρYα Ui ) ∂Jα,i + =− +m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ α +m b,α , ∂t ∂xi ∂xi



(9)



where Jα,i is the diffusive mass flux of species α (relative to the mass-average velocity) in direction i, m ˙ ′′′ α is the chemical mass production rate of α per unit volume [kg-α produced 3 /(s m3 )], and m ˙ ′′′ b,α is the bulk mass source of α per unit volume [kg-α introduced /(s m )].



Note that



X α



and



m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ b,α = m b



X α



m ˙ ′′′ α = 0.



(10)



(11)



Additionally, by construction, the species diffusive fluxes sum to zero,



X



Jα,i = 0 .



α



4



(12)



Thus, as must be the case, summing (9) over α yields the continuity equation (1). As we show below, it is convenient to work in terms of the material derivative of the mass fraction. Care must be exercised in obtaining this expression because the continuity equation is of a non-standard form. Expanding (9) we obtain ρ



∂ρ ∂Yα ∂ (ρUi ) ∂Jα,i ∂Yα + Yα + ρUi + Yα = − +m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ α +m b,α , ∂t ∂t ∂xi ∂xi ∂xi



–



DYα ∂ρ ∂ (ρUi ) ρ + Yα + Dt ∂t ∂xi



|



{z



m ˙ ′′′ b



™



= −



}



∂Jα,i +m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ α +m b,α . ∂xi



(13)



Thus, the material derivative of the mass fraction can be written as



‚



DYα 1 ∂Jα,i = m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ α +m b,α − Yα m b − Dt ρ ∂xi



‚



Œ



∂Jα,i 1 = m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ α +m b [Yb,α − Yα ] − ρ ∂xi



,



Œ ,



(14)



where in the second step we use the identity m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ b,α = Yb,α m b with Yb,α being the mass fraction of α in the bulk prior to its introduction into the fluid mixture. Eventually, we will employ Fick’s law as a constitutive relation for the diffusive flux Jα,i , but at present it is more convenient to leave this flux in a general form. Utilizing (3) and (14) we obtain







D 1 Dt W







D = Dt =



‚X α



Yα Wα



X 1 DYα α



Wα Dt



Œ , ,



‚



∂Jα,i 1X 1 = m ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ α +m b [Yb,α − Yα ] − ρ α Wα ∂xi



Œ ,



(15)



which is needed in the second term on the RHS of (8).



2.3



Momentum



In this section we describe a momentum equation for a Newtonian fluid which considers buoyancy, a bulk mass source, and subgrid drag. 5



Let gi denote a steady, conservative body force per unit volume (for our purposes, gravity). The momentum introduced by the bulk mass is m ˙ ′′′ b Ub,i . Let FD,i denote the component of the drag force per unit volume in direction i. The drag law gives FD,i = 12 ρ Acs,(i) CD |Us − U|(Us,i − Ui ) ,



(16)



where Acs,(i) is the cross-sectional area (per unit volume) of the subgrid solid elements projected in direction i (no summation is implied for bracketed indices), Us is the velocity of the solid elements, and CD is the drag coefficient, a function of the local Reynolds number and the shape of the elements. For later utility, we note that the total stress tensor, Tij , may be decomposed into Tij = −pδij + τij ,



(17)



where p is the pressure, δij is the Kronecker delta, and τij is the viscous stress tensor. For a Newtonian fluid with zero bulk viscosity and dynamic viscosity µ, the constitutive relationship for the viscous stress is 2 τij = 2µSij − µSkk δij , 3



(18)



where the symmetric strain rate tensor, Sij , is defined as 1 Sij ≡ 2



‚



∂Ui ∂Uj + ∂xj ∂xi



Œ



.



(19)



The momentum equation, written in divergence form, is given by ∂ (ρUi ) ∂ (ρUi Uj ) ∂Tij + = + ρgi + m ˙ ′′′ b Ub,i + FD,i . ∂t ∂xj ∂xj Manipulating (20) and utilizing (1) we obtain DUi ∂Tij ρ = + ρgi + m ˙ ′′′ b (Ub,i − Ui ) + FD,i . Dt ∂xj



2.4



(20)



(21)



Kinetic energy



The transport equation for kinetic energy is not an independent law. It follows from “dotting” the velocity with the momentum equation. The result is Š D €1 ∂Tij ρ U U = Ui + Ui (ρgi + m ˙ ′′′ i i b [Ub,i − Ui ] + FD,i ) , 2 Dt ∂xj 6



=



∂Ui ∂ (Ui Tij ) − Tij + Ui (ρgi + m ˙ ′′′ b [Ub,i − Ui ] + FD,i ) , ∂xj ∂xj



=



∂ (Ui Tij ) ∂Ui ′′′ + (p0 + ց p′ ) |{z} ∂xi − τij Sij + Ui (ρgi + m˙ b [Ub,i − Ui ] + FD,i ) , ∂xj small



=



∂ (Ui Tij ) ∂Ui + p0 + Ui (ρgi + m ˙ ′′′ b [Ub,i − Ui ] + FD,i ) , ∂xj ∂xi



(22)



where in the next to last step we have expanded the total stress (in the second term on the RHS) to reveal the pressure dilatation and viscous heating terms. Viscous heating is then neglected in the low-Mach formulation. Further, we decompose the pressure into a background (thermodynamic) and a fluctuating pressure p = p0 + p ′ , and for low-Mach flows we ignore the effect of the pressure fluctuation on the dilatation term.



2.5



Enthalpy definitions



The sensible enthalpy of species α is hs,α (T ) =



Z



T T0



Cp,α(T ′ ) dT ′ ,



(23)



where the specific heat of α is ∂hs,α . ∂T For a given species we denote the specific chemical plus sensible enthalpy as Cp,α ≡



hα (T ) = ∆h0α + hs,α (T ) ,



(24)



(25)



where ∆h0α is the enthalpy of formation of α at the reference temperature T0 . Note that the heat of vaporization of water may be included with the heat of formation. The specific enthalpy of the mixture is then given by h(Y, T ) =



X



Yα hα (T ) .



(26)



α



2.6



Total energy



Given the non-standard form of the continuity equation, it is prudent to revisit the derivation of the energy equation. Let e denote the specific internal energy of the fluid mixture and 7



thus e + 12 Ui Ui is the total energy. From the first law of thermodynamics we obtain the following total energy balance:



— ∂ ” — ∂qi ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ ∂ ” ∂ ρ(e + 12 Ui Ui ) + ρ(e + 21 Ui Ui )Uj = (Ui Tij )+ρgi Ui − + Qb + Qc + KD , (27) ∂t ∂xj ∂xj ∂xi where Tij is the total stress tensor; gi is a steady, conservative body force per unit mass; qi is the heat flux vector (conduction, diffusion, and radiation); Q˙ ′′′ b is a bulk source of total energy due to the introduction of a point source of mass, which also introduces internal and kinetic energy; Q˙ ′′′ c represents (mostly convective) heat transfer from unresolved solid ′′′ objects which do not exchange mass (e.g., the cooling of a fire brand), and K˙ D accounts for



the change in kinetic energy due to drag on unresolved solids (this may include fixed objects, such as tree branches, or moving objects, such as fire brands). For convenience we specify the bulk energy source by



‚



p0 1 Q˙ ′′′ = m ˙ ′′′ eb − + Ub,i Ub,i b b ρb 2



€



Œ ,



Š



1 = m ˙ ′′′ b hb + 2 Ub,i Ub,i .



(28)



We can interpret this source term as follows: Prior to “magically” appearing in the flow the mass possesses the specific internal energy eb and kinetic energy 21 Ub,i Ub,i . In order to push its way into the flow field the mass must do work, p0 dV work (where dV is an infinitesimal volume element), which we account for by subtracting p0 /ρb from the total energy. The density of the bulk mass source is given by ρb =



p0 W b , RTb



(29)



where Tb is the temperature of the bulk mass source and Wb = Note that



P



α



‚X α



Yb,α Wα



Œ−1



.



(30)



Yb,α = 1. In other words, Yb,α is the mass fraction of α in the bulk prior to its



introduction into the gas mixture. The [chemical plus sensible] enthalpy of the bulk mass source is given by hb (T ) =



X



Yb,α hα (T ) ,



α



8



=



X α



Yb,α (∆h0α + hs,α [T ]) .



(31)



The heat transfer from unresolved solid elements is obtained from Newton’s law of cooling: Q˙ ′′′ c = As hc (Ts − T ) ,



(32)



where Ts is the temperature of the unresolved solid, hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient (a function of the local Reynolds and Prandtl numbers [2]), and As is the surface area per unit volume of the unresolved solid [5]. The rate of work done on the system by drag is obtained from a drag-force law resulting in ′′′ K˙ D = FD,i Ui ,



(33)



where FD,i is given by (16). By manipulating (27) and utilizing (1) we obtain ρ



Š ∂ D € ∂qi 1 ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ e + 12 Ui Ui = (Ui Tij ) + ρgi Ui − + Q˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ b −m b (e + 2 Ui Ui ) + Qc + KD . Dt ∂xj ∂xi



2.7



(34)



Thermal energy



The equation for thermal (internal) energy is obtained by subtracting the kinetic energy equation from the total energy equation. By subtracting (22) from (34) we obtain ρ



De ∂Ui ∂qi 1 ˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ = −p0 − + Q˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ b (Ub,i − Ui )Ui , c + Qb − m b (e + 2 Ui Ui ) − m Dt ∂xi ∂xi = −p0



∂Ui ∂qi 1 1 − + Q˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ c +m b (hb − e + 2 Ub,i Ub,i − 2 Ui Ui − [Ub,i Ui − Ui Ui ]) , ∂xi ∂xi



= −p0



∂Ui ∂qi 1 − + Q˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ c +m b (hb − e + 2 [Ub,i − Ui ][Ub,i − Ui ]) , ∂xi ∂xi



= −p0



∂Ui ∂qi 2 1 − + Q˙ ′′′ ˙ ′′′ c +m b (hb − e + 2 |Ub − U| ) . ∂xi ∂xi



(35)



Notice that if the bulk momentum is specified to be different than that of the mixture this goes to increase the internal energy of the fluid particle (essentially drag work due to instantaneous mixing). 9



2.8



In terms of enthalpy



The enthalpy transport equation is obtained by differentiating the definition of the enthalpy, h = e + p0 /ρ (again, neglecting the fluctuating pressure), and then substituting (35) for the thermal energy. Differentiating the definition of enthalpy and multiplying through by density we obtain ρ



Dh De D(p0 /ρ) = ρ +ρ , Dt Dt Dt ‚ Œ De D(1/ρ) 1 Dp0 , = ρ + ρ p0 + Dt Dt ρ Dt



–



™



De 1 Dρ Dp0 = ρ − p0 + , Dt ρ Dt Dt



–



™



De ∂Ui 1 ′′′ Dp0 + p0 − m ˙b + , = ρ Dt ∂xi ρ Dt



(36)



where in the last step we utilize (2) for the middle term on the RHS. Using (35) for the first term on the RHS of (36) results in ρ



2.9



Dh Dp0 ∂qi m ˙ ′′′ b ′′′ = − + Q˙ ′′′ + m ˙ (h − h) + |Ub − U|2 . b c b Dt Dt ∂xi 2



(37)



Relating enthalpy, temperature, and species



Due to the chain rule of calculus, for any function h(Y, T ) we may write Dh = Dt



‚



∂h ∂T



Œ



‚



DT X ∂h + Dt ∂Yα α



Œ



DYα . Dt



(38)



Proof: By the chain rule, the differential dh may be expanded as dh(Y1 [x, t], . . . , Yns [x, t], T [x, t]) =



X ‚ ∂h Œ α



∂Yα



‚



∂h dYα + ∂T



Œ dT .



(39)



Additionally, we may expand the mass fraction and temperature differentials as dYα (x, t) =



∂Yα ∂Yα dxj + dt ∂xj ∂t



(40)



dT (x, t) =



∂T ∂T dxj + dt . ∂xj ∂t



(41)



and



10



Note that we may also consider the expansion of h = h(x, t). The differential is dh(x, t) =



∂h ∂h dxj + dt , ∂xj ∂t



(42)



and dividing through by dt we obtain dh ∂h dxj ∂h Dh = + ≡ . dt ∂xj |{z} dt ∂t Dt Uj



(43)



Hence, substituting (40) and (41) into (39), dividing through by dt, and invoking (43) yields (38). Q.E.D. Note that, since h =



P



α



Yα hα , we have



∂h ∂ = ∂Yα ∂Yα



X



X



β



β



(Yβ hβ ) =



hβ δαβ = hα .



(44)



Also, since the heats of formation are not a function of temperature, we have



X



∂h ∂hs ∂ = = ∂T ∂T ∂T



Yα hs,α =



α



X



‚



Yα



α



∂hs,α ∂T



Œ



=



X



Yα Cp,α ≡ C p .



(45)



α



Thus, by rearranging (38) and utilizing (44) and (45) we obtain



–



™



DT 1 Dh X DYα = − hα . Dt Dt C p Dt α



(46)



Utilizing (14) and (37) in (46) yields DT Dt



–§



1 = ρC p



−



ª Dp0 ∂qi m ˙ ′′′ b ′′′ 2 − + Q˙ ′′′ + m ˙ (h − h) + |U − U| b b c b Dt ∂xi 2



X § α



hα m ˙ ′′′ α



™



+



m ˙ ′′′ b [Yb,α



∂Jα,i ª − Yα ] − . ∂xi



(47)



We consider that the bulk temperature Tb may be different from the temperature of the gas mixture T . Thus, the bulk enthalpy is defined by hb ≡ enthalpy is defined by h ≡ DT Dt



P



1 = ρC p



α



–



P



α



Yb,α hα (Tb ) whereas the mixture



Yα hα (T ); and hence (46) simplifies to



Z Tb X Dp0 ∂qi ′′′ ′′′ ˙ − + Qc + m ˙b Yb,α Cp,α (T ′ ) dT ′ Dt ∂xi T α ™



X § ′′′ ∂Jα,i ª m ˙ ′′′ + b |Ub − U|2 − hα m ˙α − . 2 ∂xi α 11



(48)



2.10



Putting it all together



We now have all the pieces we need to construct the divergence constraint which we introduced in Eq. (2). Using (8) in (2) we obtain



"







1 ∂Ui W Dp0 D 1 = − ρW m ˙ ′′′ b − ∂xi ρ RT Dt Dt W







1 ′′′ 1 Dp0 D 1 m ˙b − +W ρ p0 Dt Dt W



=







+







ρ DT − T Dt



#! ,



1 DT , T Dt



(49)



where in the second step the EOS (4) is used to simplify the second term on the RHS. Using (15) and (48) in (49) yields 1 ′′′ 1 Dp0 ∂Ui = m ˙b − ∂xi ρ p0 Dt + W



– X ¨ 1 1



–



ρ



α



1 1 + T ρC p



Note that W



P



α (Yα /Wα )



simplifies to ∂Ui = ∂xi



‚



Wα



¨



m ˙ ′′′ α



+



∂Jα,i − Yα ] − ∂xi



«™



Z Tb X Dp0 ∂qi ′′′ Y − + Q˙ ′′′ + m ˙ Cp,α (T ′ ) dT ′ b,α c b Dt ∂xi T α



X � ′′′ ∂Jα,i ‹ m ˙ ′′′ b 2 |Ub − U| − + hα m ˙α − 2 ∂xi α = 1 and also W



1 1 − p0 ρC p T



"



Œ



–



P



α (Yb,α /Wα )



X 1 ¨ α



Wα



m ˙ ′′′ α



«™



.



(50)



= W /W b . Equation (50) thus



Dp0 Dt



W 1 + m ˙ ′′′ +W b ρ Wb +



m ˙ ′′′ b [Yb,α



∂Jα,i − ∂xi



«#



Z Tb X 1 ∂qi ′′′ − + Q˙ ′′′ + m ˙ Y Cp,α(T ′ ) dT ′ b,α c b ∂xi T ρC p T α ¨



X m ˙ ′′′ ∂Jα,i + b |Ub − U|2 − hα m ˙ ′′′ α − 2 ∂xi α



«™



,



(51)



which is our final result! ∂Ui is the rate of ∂xi volume expansion for a Lagrangian fluid element. On the first line of (51) on the right-hand In words, Eq. (51) says the following. The divergence of the velocity



side we see that the volume expansion rate is affected by the change in pressure following 12



the fluid element. The first term on the second line reflects the rate of volume change due to the introduction of bulk mass. The second term on the second line accounts for the change due to chemical reaction and the last term on the second line accounts for the effect of mass transport due to molecular diffusion on the rate of expansion. On the third line, the first term accounts for the effects of heat transfer from conduction, diffusion, and radiation. The next term gives the effect of convective heat transfer from unresolved solids. Next, we find the effect on the expansion rate due to the sensible enthalpy change introduced by the bulk mass. Following this we have the effect of momentum drag (where the bulk mass appears with a momentum different than that of the mixture and must instantaneously equilibrate). And lastly, we have the effects of heat release due to chemical reaction and species transport.



2.11



Constitutive relationships



As mentioned previously, Newton’s law of viscosity is used as a constitutive relation for the viscous stress (see Eq. (18)). Here we give the constitutive relationships for the heat flux and diffusive flux vectors. To close the diffusive flux, we utilize Fick’s law for binary mixtures with mixture-averaged diffusivities Dα . This relationship allows for the effects of differential diffusion but not for full multi-component mass transport. The diffusive mass flux of species α in direction i is given by Jα,i = −ρD(α)



∂Yα . ∂xi



(52)



We use brackets on the subscript of the diffusivity to remind the reader that no summation is implied over the Greek indices. The heat flux vector accounts for conduction, diffusion, and radiation. Details of the radiant flux vector qrad are discussed elsewhere [4, 5]. We utilize Fourier’s law for the conductive heat flux. Thus the ith component of the heat flux vector may be written as qi = −k



X ∂T + hα Jα,i + qirad , ∂xi α



where k is the thermal conductivity of the mixture. 13



(53)



3



Closing remarks



In this work we have rigorously developed the velocity divergence constraint which is applicable to low-Mach flow solvers. The approach takes account of bulk sources of mass, momentum, and energy; and also accounts for subgrid drag and convective heat transfer from unresolved fuel elements.



A



Adiabatic compression in a closed domain



It is worthwhile to consider an important limiting case as a “sanity check” on the formulation of the divergence constraint. Here we imagine that mass is being introduced into a closed, adiabatic system of constant volume and examine the resulting expression for the time rateof-change of the pressure in the system. For the sake of this example, we consider the initial instant in time where we specify the bulk temperature to be equal to the mixture gas temperature (i.e., Tb = T ) and hence the sensible enthalpy difference is zero. For an inert ideal gas (51) may then be integrated over the domain Ω to obtain



ZZ Z



(∇ · U) dV = 0 =



Ω



™



ZZ Z – 1 Ω



1 Dp0 m ˙ ′′′ W + b − p0 Dt ρ Wb ρC p T



! dV ,



(54)



where dV is an infinitesimal volume element. Taking all variables to be uniform and prescribing the bulk fluid to have the same composition as the gas mixture we obtain



‚



ρ 1 − p0 ρC p T



Œ



dp0 =m ˙ ′′′ b . dt



(55)



For an ideal gas R = W (C p − C v ) ,



‚



= W Cp



γ−1 γ



Œ ,



(56)



where C v is the constant volume heat capacity and γ ≡ C p /C v is the “ratio of specific heats.” From kinetic theory, the ratio of specific heats is γ = (1 + 5/2)/(5/2) = 1.4 for an ideal diatomic gas. In general, the specific heat ratio is a function of temperature. For 14



example, the ratio for air at 15◦ C is γ = 1.401 and the ratio for air at 1000◦C is γ = 1.321 [6]. Using (56), Eq. (55) rearranges to dp0 RT γ =m ˙ ′′′ . b dt W



(57)



To confirm the validity of (57) we differentiate the equation of state in time,



˜ d •� n ‹ dp0 = RT , dt dt V – ™ n dT d(n/V ) + = R T , dt V dt = m ˙ ′′′ b



RT ρR dT , + W W dt



(58)



d(n/V ) [=] kg/(m3 s). dt The process we are considering is adiabatic and reversible (i.e., isentropic). Thus, the



where m ˙ ′′′ b ≡ W



relationship between the temperature and pressure at two distinct states separated in time by the increment dt is



‚



p0 [t + dt] T (t + dt) = T (t) p0 [t] Differentiating (59) we obtain dT T = dt p0



‚



γ−1 γ



Œ



Œ(γ−1)/γ .



dp0 . dt



(59)



(60)



By substituting (60) into (58) and rearranging the result we obtain (57). Q.E.D.
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